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(EXCERPT) 

Call it the “War Party,” the “New World Order” or the “Zionist Elite.”

However you describe this element—with multiple ties to the
Rothschild banking octopus and its predatory tentacles on American shores

—its influence reaches the inner circles of key Republican presidential
hopefuls who promise to save the republic from Obama’s legacy in 2016.

A review of those “advising” these GOP contenders indicates
the same old faces are at work ensuring globalist powers will be
directing the foreign policy agenda of whomever represents the

GOP in the next presidential election.

Florida Senator Marco Rubio—whose foreign policy rhetoric becomes more
bellicose and more fervently internationalist as 2016 approaches, has—

according to The Washington Post—“become friendly” with Israeli-born Yuval
Levin who has elsewhere been glowingly described as “probably the most

influential conservative intellectual of the Obama era.”

(Editor's Note: Rubio's top two financiers are Goldman Sachs and Microsoft.)

In the same realm, Texas Sen. Ted Cruz—whose wife is an executive with
the investment bank Goldman Sachs, a preeminent force in the Rothschild

sphere of influence—has actually drafted Victoria C. Gardner Coates, a
former aide to ex-Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld (a primary architect of

the disastrous Bush-era wars), as his national security advisor. A tea party
favorite, Cruz—the son of a Christian Zionist minister—is particularly

strident in his advocacy for a pro-war/pro-Israel agenda. 
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(EXCERPT) Back in October, we previewed the
“promised” battle for Aleppo,

Syria’s largest city prior to the war.

By the time Russia began constructing an air
base at Latakia, the city - which is immensely

important both from a strategic and
psychological perspective - was controlled by a
hodgepodge of rebels and militants including

al-Qaeda, the Free Syrian Army, and ISIS.

As we noted four months ago, if Russia and
Hezbollah manage to recapture the city, it

would effectively restore the Assad government
in Syria even if the east of the country is still

controlled by Islamic State.

Fast forward four months and it appears that after a 
protracted fight, Russia and Hezbollah are indeed 
poised to recapture the city where militants are now 
surrounded. Critically, Russia and Iran have now cut
off supply lines from Turkey. 

"Backed by Russian firepower and Hezbollah 
militants, Syrian government troops have cut off 
rebel supply lines between the northern city of 
Aleppo and Turkey," Bloomberg writes. "Taking 
Aleppo, Syria’s former commercial hub, would give 
Russia, Iran and Assad more bargaining power at 
any future settlement talks and more say in how the 
region will be redefined."

In any event, the urgency expressed by the US, 
Saudi Arabia, and Turkey shouldn't be mistaken for 
some kind of benevolent regard for the lives are lost 
each and every day the war drags on. Rather, 
Washington, Riyadh, and Ankara know that if 
Aleppo falls, that's it for the "moderate" opposition.

--------------------------------------------------------

THUS SAITH THE LORD;
CURSED BE THE MAN THAT

TRUSTETH IN MAN, AND
MAKETH FLESH HIS ARM,

AND WHOSE HEART
DEPARTETH FROM

THE LORD. 

JEREMIAH 17:5
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